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Chinese doctors build trust, bring hope in Zanzibar

BY YANNA XIAOXING

When Chinese doctor Zhao Xiaoxing arrived in Zanzibar, Tanzania, with seven of his colleagues in September after a flight of more than 10 hours, the unfamiliarity of his new surroundings was quickly replaced by a sense of feeling at home on the tropical island.

“We were surprised to find many people here can speak a little Chinese, and when we go outside we always meet people who say ‘hello’ (both to us, even children),” he said. “Local people very soon told me how we should find our colleagues and local doctors, who accompanied me back to house.”

“From our vehicles, with the China-Medical Team, were free from inspection by police when driving on the streets,” said Zhao, a surgeon from Zhejiang Provincial Hospital in Taizhou, Zhejiang province, who heads China’s first medical assistance team to Zanzibar, which was dispatched by the Zhejiang Provincial Health Commission.

For Zhao, the friendship born of local Chinese medical work near-term presence in this semi-autonomous province of Tanzania offers unique chances for the team, who have been offering medical service, such as diagnosis and treatment, technical guidance and medical training.

“In total, 20 teams of medical workers from Zhejiang province have worked here over the past 18 years without a single day of absence, even during the height of the COVID-19 pandemic,” he said. “Many of my colleagues who have previously treated Zanzibar as their second home.”

The latest team, comprising 21 doctors and nurses trained in various disciplines, arrived in Zanzibar for a one-year mission in September. They work with four main public hospitals in the province. Since they arrived, the team has provided 16,000 outpatient services and performed more than 2,000 surgeries, Zhao said.

Visiting Zanzibar, Ali Makamed, a nurse who has worked at the hospital for seven years, said affirmation is very popular with local patients, as it’s proven to be an effective treatment for conditions such as joint pain and herniation.

The department reports more than 20 patients a day. Normally, the department sees two procedures lasting 20 days, with about 60 percent are cured, she said.

Sponsored by the medical team, Mansakon went to Beijing University of Chinese Medicine from June to September in 2017 for two months of acupuncture training.

“The Chinese doctors treated us every Friday and Saturday after the normal work”, she said.

RANKS OF FEMALE SURGEONS ON THE RISE

More women join professional ranks, encouraged by men

BY ZHOU WENTING in Shanghai

K ang jie, chief thyroid surgeon at Beijing Hospital, is a prestigious medical institution in Shanghai, was the only woman enrolled in his general surgery department when he began his career 25 years ago.

Over the years, the number of female surgeons in a field long dominated by men has increased gradually, with some women breaking new ground by working in departments such as non-invasive and orthopedics, she said.

“Gender differences are narrowing across industries. Not all men are as strong as people imagine. Some are gentle, both in appearance and personality, while some women are quite resilient, brisk and efficient,” Kang said.

Several factors have contributed to the increased role played by women in medicine, he added. Minimally invasive procedures, which offer reduced trauma to the patient and less blood loss, have become more common.

For many years, about one in 107 patients at Kang’s hospital was a woman, but there has been a slight increase in this proportion in recent years.
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Sino-Japanese dialogue key to regional, global stability

Japanese Foreign Minister Toshimitsu Motegi’s visit to China earlier this month, the first top-Japanese diplomat in three years, is a milestone moment as well as an opportunity for China-Japan relations.

Tokyo has been closely following Washington’s move to contain China’s development by continually staging negative perceptions about China and setting the stage for the upcoming G7 meeting in Japan. It has also shown it will continue its aggressive territorial maneuvering in the Spratlys in the new Cold War launched by the United States against China.

In its updated National Security Strategy released in December, Japan labeled China as its “greatest strategic challenge ever”.

The reinforced security stance will allow Japan to develop countermeasures (capable of being considered as preemptive strike capabilities) and to double its annual defense budget to 2 percent of GDP.

Japanese Prime Minister Fumio Kishida’s surprise visit to Beijing on March 5, which stunned with President Xi Jinping’s meeting with Russian President Vladimir Putin in Moscow, was widely regarded as a signal that Japan, which holds the existing 17 presidency for two years, intends to lead the Western alliance against Russia.

At the end of March, Japan also joined the EU in authorizing reports of its new European Union-led, Afghanistan mission to provide more training equipment to Afghanistan. And after his visit to China, Kishida immediately traveled to Belgium to participate in the meeting of NATO foreign ministers.

WHO WORLD WATCH

BY Zhang YUXI

Chinas’ GDP growth stronger than expected

BY OUYANG SHUAI and ZHOU LANXI

China’s GDP growth rebounded to a stronger-than-expected 4.8 percent year-on-year in the first quarter of 2023, marking the first time since the second quarter of 2020 in the last quarter of 2022, pointing to a steady rebound amid a gradual normalization of production, data from the National Bureau of Statistics showed on Tuesday.

Growth China’s strong recovery momentum and low comparison base in the previous year, officials and economists estimated that China’s growth could pick up notably in the second quarter, and the country is well on track to achieve a GDP growth target of around 5 percent in 2023.

Inside, meanwhile, they stressed that the foundations of recovery are solid, saying that the country could be dragged by inflation from a steady global outlook, the lifting of production restrictions and challenges and uncertainties related to foreign trade.

More efforts should be made to further domestic demand and stabilize market expectations.

The prediction comes against the backdrop of a global economy struggling to recover from the COVID-19 pandemic, with the world economy slowly recovering from inflation and the oil prices hitting the 80 USD per barrel mark last year.

The country’s value-added industrial output grew by 2.9 percent year-on-year in the first quarter, while retail sales grew by 5.8 percent year-on-year in the first month of the year according to the NBS.

Given the low base effect in the first quarter, the NBS said her team expects China’s GDP to accelerate on-year-on-year basis, while domestic consumption would push GDP growth in the second half of the year.

The preliminary GDP growth of China from 6 percent year-on-year to 4.9 percent year-on-year in the first quarter.

China is well on track to achieve the government’s GDP growth target of “around 5 percent” for 2023 year-old LaDing, China’s top economist, said his team missed its full-year GDP growth forecast for China from 4 percent year-on-year to 4.9 percent year-on-year in the first quarter.

China’s GDP growth is set to hit 4.9 percent year-on-year in the second quarter, and 5.5 percent for 2023,” he said.

Despite the improvements in the first quarter, in said his team still considers it reasonable that the People’s Bank of China, the nation’s central bank, will slightly lower the interbank lending facility operation — a key policy tool — in the next couple of months.

In Beijing, China’s economy at Dorn built DSG, said there is no immediate need for the government to put local stimulus into the economy but it will probably keep its plan for infrastructure investment as a supplementary growth engine as PBOC’s loosen up the centralmar to decrease further this year.

China’s first-quarter figures, Lou said, China’s long-term economic fundamentals are at their strongest in recent years.

Sudan fighting takes toll

The burning remains of an aircraft are seen on Monday at Juba International Airport in Juba, the capital of South Sudan, according to armed forces, said that the one of the two civilian passengers on board the plane who had been fighting against the government, was killed in the incident.

Contact the writer at ouyangshuai1@chinadaily.com.cn
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Foreword

From page 1: "A report issued in 2019 by the statistical bureau of the Chinese Medical Doctor Association said women accounted for 6 percent of surgeons nationwide.

Kuang said, "When women making surgical decisions may affect patients for an unforeseen experience. Therefore, although the surgical specialty is still represented by men, it is not yet too late to correct this trend."

Since then, Kuang has found that women’s physical strength is comparable, and many women excellence in surgical work is often not different. They may be called "male surgeons," just like the male surgeons they have improved and advanced for years of surgery. Doctors have no gender restrictions regarding their gender." Kuang said.

It is also a common misunderstanding that doctors work under severe pressure throughout the day, Kuang noted.

"I have never felt that way. Most procedures in surgery are under normal pressure. In general, the normal stress of a day is relatively normal and normal. The current situation is a type of patient." Kuang said.

Kuang added that it is worth mentioning in an individual.

There is no difference between men and women when they consider the opportunity to work in a department. Some men and women have opportunities in professional awards if it is based on both. The proportion of women in the medical field is related to the cultural development of a country.

Kuang called for soothing the workplace, and the role of women in the field of medicine.

When I worked as a surgeon, my mother supported me to work in a clinic, and my husband is a surgeon. When they were working in a clinic, they often worked hard, but they also have a relatively full-time job.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. My email is kuang@chinesemedicaldoctor.org.
At UN, need to support global development stressed

BY MINJUE ZHANG

The leaders of the China International Development Cooperation Agency (CIDCA) said that China's achievements in global development are an inspiration to all countries, including those that were once in the midst of opposing the North-South conflict and the rich and the poor countries of the world.

"China is leading the establishment of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation Economic Center in the East ASEAN Economic Community. The new center will promote the development of the regional economy, and it will also be a major tool to help China's development in the region. We hope that it will bring more benefits for both China and the ASEAN countries."

In the spirit of "Asia-Pacific spirit" and "mutual respect, mutual benefit, and mutual learning," China has been working hard to promote the development of the entire world.

However, China has also been facing many challenges. The COVID-19 pandemic has brought unprecedented challenges to the global economy and social development, and the post-pandemic recovery is still facing numerous uncertainties.

In this context, the China International Development Cooperation Agency (CIDCA) has been working hard to support the development of other countries in the region.

"We are pleased to note that China has been making significant contributions to the development of the region," said a senior official from CIDCA. "China's development experience and achievements have provided valuable lessons for other countries in the region."
China

Beijing officials' HK tour highlights cooperation

By WILSON SUH, SHANGHAI, XINHUA

Xia Beisheng, director of the Hong Kong and Macau Affairs Office of the State Council, was bid a hearty welcome upon his meeting with local officials and the people of Hong Kong and Macau.

In response to Xias inspection, which showed his government's resolve and confidence in Hong Kong, Xias Chief Executive John Lee Kuan-chung said that Xias visit would help the two sides deepen economic and cultural cooperation and community and hold the position together, thus realizing sustained stability and prosperity.

On Thursday, the central government official went to the University of Hong Kong and visited the campus. He then inspected the Faculty of Engineering, Tsing Yiu Innovation Wing, an open place for students and researchers to foster interdisciplinary innovations in engineering and science.

Xia also had dinner with HKPME President and Vice-Chancellor Zhang Xian and his wife at the university. The dinner was attended by students, faculty members, and local officials.

In addition, Xian went to the Chinese Foundation Secondary School in Chai Wan, Hong Kong Island. During this visit, Xian visited the students of the school's exhibitions on natural and social science. A student in the school performed a spoken piece in English and the student wanted to study abroad, which was the last event before he went to Hong Kong International Airport to fly back to Beijing.

Chief-of-staff director at Mi Raung government Primary School, said he was impressed with Xias cordial interaction with a teacher at the school. He said in the necessary and right decision to strengthen patriotism education and the understanding of “one country, two systems” at schools in Hong Kong. In particular to have Hong Kong students learn more about Chinese tradition and culture, so as to better understand our country.

Hong Kong, a premier financial hub in the region, has been proven to serve the city's economy, in particular the city's economy and its status as a major city in major cities.

It is expected that Xias coming to HKU will strengthen the ties between universities and businesses, and the economic cooperation in Hong Kong.

Ma, who is known as a technical person, attended the session on the topic of economic cooperation on Tuesday, nine major languages.

In his speech, Xian said that the SAR government and the business community in Hong Kong are committed to working together to develop the economic, urban, and national security interests, while maintaining Hong Kong's capital status as a major city for global investment, tourism, and financial opportunities.

Xia's message was that Hong Kong is still facing high risks, and many activities could be held to create a sense of ease, and to develop the business environment of Hong Kong.

The government will continue on its path, including firmly safeguarding national security, maintaining the one system, one country, two systems, and providing more opportunities for young people.

The visit was of great significance, as it reflected the government's resolve to continue with the Belt and Road Initiative and strengthening the ties with neighboring countries.

Xia also expressed his hope that the SAR government will continue to work closely with the central government to develop the economy, urban, and national security interests, while maintaining Hong Kong's status as a major city for global investment, tourism, and financial opportunities.

New seed varieties, tech key to improving agricultural yields

By LEI LEI, SHANGHAI, XINHUA

In the Yangtze River Delta region, a major agricultural area in China, researchers have made significant progress in developing new seed varieties and technologies to improve agricultural yields.

The Yangtze River Delta, which covers a large area of Jiangsu, Zhejiang, and Shanghai, is a key agricultural region in China, producing a variety of crops including rice, wheat, and soybeans.

Researchers have focused on developing high-yielding varieties of rice, which is a staple food in China, and improving the quality of soybeans, which are used in many dishes.

In addition, there has been a focus on developing new technologies to improve agricultural efficiency, such as precision agriculture and remote sensing.

The Yangtze River Delta region has been a leader in agricultural research and development, and is home to many universities and research institutions.

By Li Anjie, a professor at the Yangtze River Delta Academy of Agricultural Sciences, the Yangtze River Delta region has made significant progress in developing new seed varieties and technologies to improve agricultural yields.

The work is aimed at improving the nutritional quality and yield of crops, as well as reducing environmental impacts.

The project is expected to bring significant benefits to the region, including increased crop yields, improved food security, and reduced environmental impacts.

The project is expected to be completed in 2030, and will be carried out in collaboration with local governments, universities, and research institutions.
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G7 attempt to smear China condemned

Beijing warns group against creating division in international community

By WENNA XU and ERIKO ZEN

On Tuesday, Foreign Ministry spokesman Wang Wenbin said reports that China has made soft statements to Japan, Russia, Europe and the US constitute a “smear campaign”

Stance reiterated

Noting Taiwan is part of China’s sacred territory, Wang reiterated that as a permanently peaceful and stable group in the world, the Chinese foreign ministry opposes and opposes any “contamination” to Taiwan.

The stance is also reiterated that the Chinese government has always opposed any form of “Taiwan independence”

China remains committed to promoting the peaceful development of cross-strait relations and continues to be open to dialogue and consultation with the Taiwan side on the principle of one China.

Floral display

A main axis of Popes, modeled in the form of flowers in display during a mass ceremony on Monday in De Zhe, the Netherlands. De Zhe is the home to the Pope John Paul II's Monument, which lies in the heart of the town.

**CHRISTIANITY**

**US won't use Twitter's private messages**

By ZIA HUSSAIN and ERIKO ZEN

Twitter owner Elon Musk claimed on Monday that the social media platform had been forced to “full access” everything that was on private messages between users, minus a user clip released on Twitter.

Scheduled to sit on Monday and Tuesday with US President Joe Biden, the two leaders agreed that governments of all levels were increasingly active to protect and engage in private conversations between people before the US election. The US will be seen as a model of global leadership.

Musk said: “The degree to which government officials effectively full access to everything that was going on Twitter before I knew there was nothing I would.”

When asked Musk if he would include personal messages, he replied yes, according to the video。

**SOLEMN OBSERVANCE**

Helmets survivors light six candles to mark the 81st anniversary of the Battle of Taierzhuang during World War II at the Yad Vashem Holocaust Memorial in Jerusalem on Monday.

**EU faces legal action over green label for gas, nuclear**

By JONATHAN PARRISH in Brussels jonathan.parrish@thalidomide.com

Environmental campaign groups have challenged the European Commission by presenting a legal challenge to the EU's green-marketing rules—known as the EU's green pass system—under its environment rules.

The legal challenge, lodged on Tuesday by Greenpeace and seven other organizations, claims that the system is biased against nuclear and fossil fuels.

The EU's green passes are voluntary and are given to companies and products that meet certain environmental standards. The challenge is based on the EU's nature protection law and the EU's consumer protection law and it is expected to be heard in the European Court of Justice in Brussels.

The EU's green passes are voluntary and are given to companies and products that meet certain environmental standards. The challenge is based on the EU's nature protection law and the EU's consumer protection law. The challenge is expected to be heard in the European Court of Justice in Brussels.

**EUROPE**

**Europe must not become US experts say**

ZACKER – Europe must achieve independence in terms of its foreign policy and security for itself, and not by means, become dependent on the United States, US-based experts say on Wednesday.

“Europe has become dependent because that is the only way that it will be secure. That is the reality of the United States. Europe must now take responsibility for itself. Europe must be made whole under the terms dictated by the US,” said Martin Barlow, a former French political analyst, in an interview with AFP.

The US is accused of challenging the EU by offering the European Union an alternative to the US, while also threatening to withdraw its support for the EU.

Europe must find its own way to independence from the US, noting that “the benefits of the protection” and “Macron marks for the concept of strong autonomy of Europe”

Europe must cooperatively with the US and with China and the Arab and Arab countries. “Europe can market its products, but the US must be a partner”

**STRATEGIC AUTONOMY**

Europe is becoming, as pointed out by the French president, “a fully independent country”

The French president added that Europe has “the potential to act as a country”

Mam Hands, a former French foreign minister, said that “Europe must become a stronger country”

Europe cannot be a country if it cannot stand on its own two feet.

“Europe must not become US experts say”

**Macron defends pensions reform in address**

By CHEN WEIHONG in Brussels chenweihong@chinadaily.com.cn

French President Emmanuel Macron defended the pensions reform in a nationwide TV address on Monday evening but said that he did not regret the decision.

The French president, which was introduced in January as a signature move in Macron's second term in office, has been opposed by both left-wing and right-wing groups.

Macron acknowledged that “everything was done” to convince people of the pension reforms, but added that “the decision was made”

Mam Hands, a former French foreign minister, said that “Europe must become a stronger country”

Europe cannot be a country if it cannot stand on its own two feet.
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China hopeful of solution to Yemen issue

By JAN VUYEM, in Hong Kong reporting

While analysts urged a return to talks in Yemen to continue working to find a peaceful and comprehensive solution to the conflict in the region, China expressed hope for substantive steps toward a political solution to Yemen’s conflict.

Seeking peace and development in Yemen, China has repeatedly expressed its support and solidarity for the Yemeni government and people, urging parties to take steps toward a peaceful solution in order to achieve a political solution to the Yemeni conflict as soon as possible.

During the meeting, UN Special Envoy for Yemen Ismail Ould Cheikh Ahmed welcomed the continued efforts of the United Nations and other relevant parties to achieve a comprehensive solution in Yemen for the benefit of all Yemenis.

China has always been a responsible member of the Yemini community, actively participating in UN-led efforts and contributing to the peaceful resolution of the conflict in Yemen.

China’s consistent and unyielding support and careful efforts have contributed to efforts to achieve a political solution to Yemen’s conflict, and China has made a valuable contribution to the search for peace in Yemen.

China has always supported the Yemeni government and people, and is committed to helping the Yemeni government and people achieve a peaceful solution to the Yemeni conflict.

In terms of practical efforts, China has always been committed to providing humanitarian assistance to the Yemeni people, and has taken effective measures to alleviate the suffering of the Yemeni people and promote the reconstruction of Yemen.

In the coming years, China will continue to work closely with the Yemeni government and people, and other parties concerned, to promote a political solution to the Yemeni conflict, and to achieve lasting peace and development in Yemen.
Shanghai strengthens role as beacon of global investment

Growing number of companies drawn to city's favorable business environment

By JASON HENRY

Businesses in China have been posting brighter numbers for growth in recent years as they seek to avoid COVID-19 mandates in the West. Shanghai, known for its constant commitment to implementing business-friendly environments, remains one of the most popular business destinations among global investors.

In the first three months of this year, 353 major projects valued at 235.8 billion yuan (31.3 billion) each and more than 100 million yuan, were signed and land in Shanghai. Another 186 potential projects with a value of 107.15 billion yuan were also identified, according to the Shanghai Municipal Commission of Economy and Informatization, who attended the annual Shanghai Global Investment Promotion Conference on April 6.

"Sail on the fifth floor of the Shanghai Global Investment Promotion Conference on April 6, three in black and white, attended the conference. The Shanghai Global Investment Promotion Conference is a major platform to promote Shanghai's investment opportunities and attract global investors. This year, the conference is expected to attract more than 350 projects with a total investment of more than 100 billion yuan."

According to Li, the city's comprehensive transport system and advanced infrastructure, coupled with its competitive business environment and abundant human resources, make it an attractive destination for global investors.

Shanghai has made significant investments in technology and innovation, and has become a global hub for cutting-edge industries. The city is home to a large number of world-renowned companies, including Alibaba, Huawei, and Pinduoduo, which have played a key role in driving the economic growth of the city.

"Shanghai is a city that is continuously growing and evolving," said Li. "We are committed to providing a favorable business environment for companies from all over the world, and we look forward to seeing more businesses choose to invest in Shanghai in the future."
**BUSINESS**

RX banks on China biz for bigger growth

Leading expo organizer set to hold 75 events in Chinese market this year

By ZHENG XIAO

The British company will organize major trade fairs and events in China, including the International Power Expo of China, the China International Medical Equipment Fair, the China International Metallurgy and Materials Expo, the China International Auto Parts Expo, Shanghai International E-Commerce Expo, and the Shanghai International Consumer Electronics Fair.

In the past, the company has held 75 events in China, with 50 events held in Shanghai. This year, the company will further expand the scope of its events in China with 10 new events planned.

**China high-quality path presents key opportunities for reinsurance industry**

By LIANG KAIYAN

The reinsurance industry is expected to be on the track of China's new high-quality path, with the economy rapidly moving from the high-speed growth stage to the high-quality development stage.

According to the China Reinsurance Group Corporation, the reinsurance industry in China has made significant progress in recent years, with the industry's total revenue reaching 58.4 billion yuan in 2022, up 12.3% from the previous year.

**We still see China has potential with strengthening fundamentals**

Christian Mumenthaler, CEO of Swiss Re

Since the policy of "Made in China 2025" was announced, China has been committed to developing its core technologies and industries, which has greatly enhanced the country's international competitiveness.

Moreover, the Chinese government has been promoting the construction of a high-quality path, aiming to transform China into a country with high-quality development.

In response to the economic development of the digital economy and green growth, "Made in China 2025" has enabled China to transform from a manufacturing country to a high-quality development path.

**Country's unicorns seen rising steadily**

By ZHEIANG CHANGKING in Shanghai

There were 385 Chinese unicorn companies, or startups valued at over $1 billion, at the end of last year, up from 278 in 2021, according to the latest report released on Tuesday.

According to the Global Unicorn Index 2022 by research institute Hurun, the United States continues to lead the world with 466 unicorn companies at the end of 2022, China, with 385, remains second in the world.

There are 270 unicorn companies in the rest of the world, the report added.

These unicorn companies are in the main engaged in software services, financial technology and cloud computing, while those in China mainly focus on e-commerce and e-health.

Rupert Hope-Gossop, chairman and chief researcher of Hurun Report, said the past three years, despite the spread of COVID-19, have been the most active period in the history of unicorns. Hope-Gossop said that in the past three years, a new unicorn was born every eight days in the world, making the total number of unicorns much more than 1,000.

"Unicorn companies experienced rapid growth in the first half of last year, but then slowed down sharply, mainly due to the COVID-19 pandemic. However, the number of unicorns in the United States continues to rise, and there were more than 400 unicorns in China," Hope-Gossop said.

"Unicorn companies experience a new high in China, which is beneficial for the Chinese economy," Hope-Gossop said.

"The number of unicorns in China is expected to continue to rise in the coming years, as the country has a large and growing population, a rapidly growing economy, and a highly innovative and entrepreneurial spirit," Hope-Gossop said.

"As the Chinese market continues to grow, the demand for innovation and technology will increase, creating opportunities for unicorn companies to thrive," Hope-Gossop said.
Global demand rises for domestic-brand vehicles

New energy auto shipments boom as quality, technology increase

By ZHENG CAIYUN
in Guangzhou
zhengcaiyun@chinadaily.com.cn

In train smooths exports from north of nation

By ZHANG YU in Shijiazhuang
zhangyu@chinadaily.com.cn

Guangzhou Shentong International Co. Ltd has recently boosted its exports with efficient logistics and quality service thanks to the training of the former Shijiazhuang Export Logistics Port in the capital city of Hebei province near the Chinese port city of Tianjin.

"Chinas automobile export logistics have been given a strong boost by the construction of the Guangzhou Shentong International Co. Ltd, which was jointly set up by Guangzhou Customs and the Guangzhou Port Group, with support from the Shijiazhuang Export Logistics Port. The Guangzhou Shentong International Co. Ltd is the only port company in the Guangzhou Customs area that can carry out the whole process of automobile export logistics, including export declaration, customs clearance, training, shipping and delivering the vehicles to their destinations," said Wang Jun, chief of the Guangzhou Customs export logistics section.

The training network established in the Shijiazhuang Export Logistics Port is more than just a way of helping export logistics companies and help those companies to make use of the China Free Trade Zone. It will also help to improve the competitiveness of the entire automobile export logistics industry in the Guangzhou Customs area," said Wang.

The training center in the Shijiazhuang Export Logistics Port is the only one in China that can provide comprehensive training in automobile export logistics. It offers a comprehensive training program for a variety of automobile export logistics professionals, including automobile export logistics managers, automobile export logistics technicians, automobile export logistics workers and automobile export logistics support workers.

The training center is equipped with modern training facilities, including automobile export logistics simulation systems, automobile export logistics training classrooms, automobile export logistics training laboratories, and automobile export logistics training simulation areas. It also has a training library with a large collection of training materials, including training videos, training books, and training manuals.

The training center is open to all automobile export logistics companies in the Guangzhou Customs area, and it is free for them to use.

The training center is open from Monday to Friday, 9:00 am to 5:00 pm. It is closed on weekends.

The training center has an annual capacity of 1,000 training sessions. It has received a large number of training requests from automobile export logistics companies in the Guangzhou Customs area.

The training center has a team of experienced trainers, including experts from the Guangzhou Customs, the Guangzhou Port Group, and the Shijiazhuang Export Logistics Port.

The training center is located in the Shijiazhuang Export Logistics Port, which is located in the north of China, near the city of Shijiazhuang. It is easily accessible by car or train.
Chengdu counts down to University Games

By YUAN SHENGGUO

As the 31st World University Games Summer is about to kick off in Chengdu, the local government is preparing for the event with a series of measures. The opening ceremony, where the Olympic flame will be lit, is expected to draw thousands of visitors.

The Games will be held from June 16 to 24, with about 11,000 athletes from around the world competing in 12 sports. The opening ceremony is scheduled for June 16, and the closing ceremony will take place on June 24.

The Games will feature a variety of events, including soccer, table tennis, and badminton. The track and field events will be held at the National Stadium.

The Games will also feature a range of cultural and artistic events, including aclosing ceremony, which will be held on June 24.

The local government has been working hard to ensure that the Games are a success. They have invested heavily in infrastructure, including new sports facilities and upgrades to existing ones.

The Games will also feature a range of cultural and artistic events, including a closing ceremony, which will be held on June 24.
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A 15-year business delegation in comparison of Australian, major cooperative enterprises and local govern- mental visit to the United States this spring to China along with China's visit to the United States April 13. With representatives of the United States' China Business Council. The United States and China have explored green energy cooperation opportunities under the United States and China's joint statement on climate change. As China's largest trading partner for the foreseeable future, and a valued source of supply for our domestic and international markets, it is important to enhance the business and diplomatic relations with China. The United States and China should continue to enhance our understanding of each other's priorities and interests, and strive to build a mutually beneficial and stable relationship. The United States and China can improve the business and diplomatic relations with China to build a mutually beneficial and stable relationship. The United States and China can improve the business and diplomatic relations with China to build a mutually beneficial and stable relationship. The United States and China can improve the business and diplomatic relations with China to build a mutually beneficial and stable relationship. The United States and China can improve the business and diplomatic relations with China to build a mutually beneficial and stable relationship.
COMMENT

Inmmadik Khaliq
Leaky leak virus story plot a political story

The leaky leak theory, stemmed from the US Energy Department report with "two confessions" has been thrown for political gain, despite scientific evidence pointing to a different direction. Certain parties have been using political maneuvers to exploit this for their own political gains, ignoring the scientific consensus and potentially impeding efforts to address the root cause of the problem.

It is necessary that we focus on the facts and evidence in the battle of political positioning. Only through an open and informed approach can we hope to recover the truth and take effective action against this global health threat.

The emergence of the novel coronavirus-caught medical organizational systems have caused the National Security Council to declare a "state of emergency" in several states. The global containment strategy has deployed its resources, and we should be proud of what this conclusion was reached with such cooperation.

Despite this, the testing ampleness and speed is的女孩 difficulties and troubleshooting questions about the politics. For instance, the Chinese-style reports, which were supposed to explain the reasons for the spread of the virus, are often based on the belief that the virus is a political weapon, and are not until the domestic and international media literally pushed the virus from the perspective of science.

The United States had slowed down after the spread of the virus. This development can be explained by the fact that the US government is leading the international health authorities and focused on promoting a multilateral and evidence-based approach.

Li Rumin
Rising aging population does not necessarily slow down modernization

China modernization is the modernization of over 1.4 billion people—a number higherthan the combined population of all developed countries in the world. The task of modernization of such a large population is unprecedented.

In the first decades of the 20th century, China faced a number of challenges, including the world's largest population, which numbered nearly 500 million, and the relatively low and steady economic growth rate. With the population and workforce growing at a slower rate, it was clear that China's economic development would need to be based on increasing the efficiency of its economic system.

The Chinese government has consistently pursued policies aimed at increasing the efficiency of its economic system, including promoting innovation and increasing the productivity of its workforce. As a result, the Chinese economy has been able to maintain a high rate of growth, despite the challenges it faced.

However, it should be noted that despite these efforts, China still faces significant challenges in its efforts to improve its economic system. For example, the country's education system is still lagging behind that of other developed countries, and the country's infrastructure is still in need of significant improvement.

In order to address these problems, the Chinese government has implemented a number of policies aimed at improving the efficiency of the country's economic system. These policies include promoting innovation, improving education, and increasing the productivity of the workforce.

The first decade of the new century saw China's economic growth rate rise to levels not seen since the late 1980s. This growth was driven by the country's rapid urbanization and the development of its manufacturing sector. However, it should be noted that despite these efforts, China still faces significant challenges in its efforts to improve its economic system.

The Chinese government has consistently pursued policies aimed at increasing the efficiency of its economic system, including promoting innovation and increasing the productivity of its workforce. As a result, the Chinese economy has been able to maintain a high rate of growth, despite the challenges it faced.

Additionally, the potential impact of future policy decisions and responses to economic issues cannot be ruled out, and this could lead to a rapid increase in the CPI in the short term.

As for the domestic demand risks, which the three-year-long COVID pandemic has brought, the country is facing a large amount of orders that need to be fulfilled. This is a combination of factors, such as the country's economic growth, the need to expand production capacity, and the need to increase the country's economic resilience.
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‘Exploitative China’ another of West’s smears

Washington is leading a propaganda campaign in bid to undermine bonds with developing countries

DONALD RAMOTAR

In this period China’s economic imperatives in the world economy became manifest. China became the greatest driver of the international economy and a key trading partner for most countries in the world. From this time, relations with the US and China began to enter choppy waters.

The main reason for this was an unavoidable fear by the US of China’s growing economic strength and the friendship China was forging by providing assistance to many developing countries.

This included much financing various parts of individual countries and also-liking countries with such factors. The instance Chinese built a refinery from Adhlan, capital of Djibouti, all the way to the port of Djibouti. This was because Ethiopia is landlocked and that project has helped Ethiopia’s foreign trade growth.

When countries got into difficulties repaying loans, they were supported by China. It even agreed to reduce the borrowing countries more time to repay. That allowed the requirement to be made on much easier terms. It also allowed countries to pay their debts with produce that they have in abundance.

Currently reducing the presence to repay in hard currency.

However, the US has been making no secret of its intentions. At the last G7 summit, the US and other member countries announced a global infrastructure initiative aimed at mobilizing $6000 billion to the developing countries.

Washington has even launch a program in the name of “high-quality” with the aim of countering the Belt and Road Initiative, including Japan’s new infrastructure, the European Union’s Global Gateway, and the US’ newly announced Partnership for Global Infrastructure, and investment, among others.

On the face of it, this seems ideal. However, they have left nothing to the imagination. They announced publicly that their main purpose is to compete China’s Belt and Road Initiative, which is attracting more and more participants. Therefore, it is clear that development of poor countries is not a priority for the 07 countries. The most important is countering China’s influence, especially for the friends of the peoples of developing countries.

Despite the propaganda offensive of the West against China, and the belated attempts of the West countries to “assist” poor countries, China’s reputation as a reliable partner and a real friend to the most vulnerable countries continues to grow. And as China’s reputation grows, the US’s support is falling.

The US has now began applying economic pressure, the US has the ability to cut off supplies of critical technologies. The US is increasing.

The US has now began applying economic pressure, the US has the ability to cut off supplies of critical technologies. The US is increasing.


HERMANN T. LAUREL

Asia’s moment

The full participation of all key economies in the region, the RCEP is serving as a buffer against the onslaught of disruptive pressures from the West

RCEP is a major step toward regional economic integration, and in line with the US and China. It is the logic of the RCEP’s commitment to open its door.

The RCEP is a major step toward regional economic integration, and in line with the US and China. It is the logic of the RCEP’s commitment to open its door.

The US is facing more and more political pressure.

In addition, the US has been using its political and military influence to force European countries to ban Chinese companies. It is also pressuring other countries to stop ties with China. Some European companies are facing more pressures but in most cases the developing countries value China’s friendship.

Asia’s moment

Philippines

Philippines’ competitiveness within the RCEP system, but there is no question that the advantages outweigh the challenges for the Philippines need to overcome the shortcomings for its own benefit. However, the Philippines’ membership of the RCEP signals its readiness to rise to the challenges.

Philippines cooperation with China is a vital consideration for the Philippines to be effective in its aid for progress and prosperity within the RCEP framework. China and its cooperation, assistance, financial support and business interests are crucial in the Philippines’ drive to overcome the deficits in the trade deficit.

Although China is already assisting it as it needs, more is needed.

There are indications that the current administration of the Philippines, in its latest tilt, is planning to revive the RCEP’s potential as a threat to the US.

The country is an important player on the world stage, and its emergence is bound to reflect its influence.

The author is the former president of the Philippine Chamber of Commerce and Industry and is a director of China Daily. He is also a member of the Asia Society. He is a frequent contributor to China Daily.
T

he ability of China to feed 1.4 billion people in the world’s population with less than 10% of the world’s arable land is truly remarkable, which is the result of hard work and sacrifices from millions of farmers over the years. The Chinese government has always attached great importance to agricultural development, aiming at bringing together scientific research from different academic areas to advance research findings and exchange innovative ideas on all aspects of global food security.

According to Li, the most difficult task is undoubtedly cultivating talent, as it ultimately describes the means to train innovative talent who can drive different stages of China’s agricultural development.

In 2023, Huazhong Agricultural University established the first undergraduate program in agricultural education and training promotion, which aimed to cultivate highly qualified and capable innovation talents for agricultural education and training.

I’d say that interdisciplinary education is the future, and this program is designated to cultivate academic talents with knowledge backgrounds by leveraging the power of the college and rural college. I was excited to try it out,” he said.

The one-on-one mentoring and internships, jointly established, as an opportunity to participate in the cultivation, during which entering his sophomore year, have left a profound impression on him. “I believe that a deep understanding of China’s agricultural research is necessary to truly cultivate new agricultural talents,” said Li.

Xiaohan contributed to this story.

The writer of

Beijing/China Daily

Sowing expertise to reap food security

Agricultural university’s researchers are pushing agriculture on the menu, to ensure adequate supply of nutrients and bolster crop research. Xing Wen reports.

Liu Tianhuan (center, sitting), a senior from the Huazhong Agricultural University, expresses a special moment with his new teacher and the chairman of offline students on campus.

Left: Liu Zhizhu, president of Huazhong Agricultural University, believes that combining with communities helps agricultural talent to identify with the country’s agricultural advancement. Middle: Students from the university work in the fields. Right: A bird’s-eye view of the campus in Wuhan, Hubei province. Photos provided to CRI Online.

Competition changes chronicles in Beijing’s old city

BY CHEN YUZHOU

Chinese Antique and Animal Market

We Guoyuan, aged 65, went to the 2023 Competition for the Promotion of the Beijing Central Axis is a carefully edited sub-

term to the competitions begun in the late 2010s. Antiquities, including animals and antiques, are being sold on the streets, and have reared their heads, with other antiques.

This weekend, the market is coming to an end

We were born and raised in Bei-

The market, which is held every weekend in Beijing, was established in 2020.

To us, it is the thrill of not only making sure that the market is large enough to accommodate the number of visitors, but also create a sense of community. As the market continues to grow, we hope that it will bring more people together and inspire them to explore the vibrant world of antique and animal collecting.
Vital chapter

Country marks Book Day this year with events promoting reading among rural children. Li Yingxue reports.

Text reading plays an essential role in a child’s growth and future development, serving as the foundation for learning, comprehensive, language expression and logical thinking.
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A diverse range of cultural prod-
ucts originating from the rich history of
Wang Dongyings youth will be pre-
dominated by the focused ideas of the
present Wang Dongying, who is philosophi-
cally, intellectually and politically among
projects that are more complex.
The multimedia products, including novels, comic, movies, animated
images and immersive plays, are being created around a
new intellectual property series developed by the
Zhejiang University Press, which was founded in

When the expressions are used in the
Chinese tradition, they are characterized by
belief in the mind as the fundamental principal of knowledge,
understanding and action, and the extension of
good, conscious discourses. These
discourses have been extensively
discussed by writers from various parts of
the world.

Thinking of two decades in
Guangzhou province, Wang Dongying
emphasized the beginning of his "school of mind"
which reflected the celebration of the
"heart-mind" and self-awareness as
crucial elements in promoting
mental development and social
behavior. This has been widely
recognized by scholars and experts as
a significant contribution to
philosophy, a philosophical and
critical system that emphasizes personal
and social morality.
The project, carried out by
Guangzhou Publicity and
Publishing Department, House Book
and other cultural institutions, aims to carry
out a long-term plan to continuously
produce high-quality cultural
products that tell Wangs stories.

It is interested by the provincial
Ministry of Culture and
Education, the Guangzhou
Education Bureau of Language and
Art Colleges. The plan has made
major breakthroughs in recent years.
To make use of this
philosophy to create
works, and to explore
the view of other media,
such as TV, movies, animation
and theatrical
plays" says Xu Nan, director of
the provincial provincial
department of Guangzhou.

Despite their successes,
the cultural products related to Wang have
profoundly inspired young audience
and focused on historical
educational or individual
works associated with him. Thus, there
is still considerable potential
for expanding and modernizing
the cultural experience to create
more inclusive and comprehensive
appeal for a wider audience.

Zhao Wei, who is in charge of
the project, says that the
thoughts of Wang and the
novel of the Chinese
cultural tradition, possess
a strong aura and have had a
great impact on the global
level.

This provides us with a
chance to reframe them with
contemporary language and methods.
Moreover, our goal is to establish a
series of IP involving Wang which can
outlook, which would help
manifest the rich culture of
China.

He notes that a novel under the
new IP will be published in June,
while a musical will be released
in October and is expected to tour
the country next year.

Youth fans focused on Wangs
philosophy are scheduled to take
place, along with study tours for
people to follow the path of
Wangs philosophical and
educational development.
Beginning in Guang-
zhou, the tour will take them to Zhe-
jiang University, Shanghai University
and eventually to Beijing, where the
unique philosophy will be displayed
universally. The exhibition
explores the historical
红利, the cultural development
with Wangs philosophical legacy,
while highlighting the remarkable
accomplishments of the
universities and the
outstanding contributions of the
people who were involved.

In Beijing, a research of Wangs
philosophy and its impact on
the national and
international level will be
undertaken. The event will
conclude with a special
program highlighting the
thoughts of Wang and his
impact on the future.